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A: I am using the following regex for parsing. "you can use $_POST['nameOfInput']; to get the value sent by POST method. " if (preg_match('~(nameOfInput|anyofInputs)~i', $data, $matches)) { $inputName = $matches[1]; } else { $inputName = $_POST[$data]; } The stars of the show were Jim O'Brien and Jenny O'Brien who were hosting the show
with their dog Quincy. "We've been in Colorado for almost a year now. Our house was built almost 3,000 years ago," he said. "And yet we have a home that's right on the main street of Eagle." Quincy and Jim O'Brien head out to greet a guest on their local morning show. O'Brien, who has done "From the Bong to the Bar" since 2006, said he has

seen the show grow. He credits its success to the public's perception of the show. "Denver is known as a very nice city," he said. "What Eagle is doing is really bringing the awareness to an otherwise very small town that's a huge tourist attraction." Still, O'Brien said the hard work of starting a show from scratch is worth it. "The amazing thing about
it is that the day I got the call that it was going to be on the air, I was told I had to drive out to Denver and ask if I could do it," he said. Concert-goers take in a show at Midway this weekend. "I literally was about to drive off," he said. "It was a wonderful shock to me." He said he received the same reaction from his guests as well. "We had them

laughing and gasping, gasping and laughing," he said. The real work for the O'Briens and the show started the day after their call. They arrive at the studio at 6 a.m. so the show can be on the air by 7 a.m. "There's nothing for us to do until that first show," Jim O'Brien said. "We don't 6d1f23a050
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